
2013 Road Glide Fairing Install directions 

It's really self-explanatory once you get into it as long as you are mechanically inclined. First time install 

budget 8 hours, if you do another later it gets much faster - 4 hours or less. I encourage looking at 

Ronnies HD parts diagram / breakdown or watching a you tube video to get a feel for how it all fits 

together before doing the job.  

1. remove side covers, air box cover and factory headlight  

2. Put u-bolts around the neck and attach the fairing bracket to the neck using the u-bolts and lock 

washers /  nuts. Make sure it is straight on the bike and tighten it down. If you like you can wait 

to fully tighten it down so you can adjust height later. There is about .5" height adjustment on 

the neck if you want to use it.  (just don't forget to tighten it down later!) 

3. Install inner fairing to the bracket attaching the inner ghost support at the same time.  

4. Install speaker covers and any electronics you want (stereo, usb port etc) to inner fairing or 

make your radio delete plate out of abs plastic. (I suggest using quick release connectors) (run 

wires through bracket now) 

5. Re-wire (or buy adapters) for headlights to work with H4 plug (I suggest using quick release 

connectors (run wires through bracket now) 

6. Install headlights on outer fairing (before it is mounted) 

7. Install outer fairing (watch the alignment of the tabs) 6 screws and 2 bolts on bottom sides 

8. Install windshield / windshield trim using hardware supplied with windshield trim  

9. Z-bars will use the 2 frame bolts with ½” spacers, on the top of the Z it installs with 1 bolt into 

the fairing. They install to the INSIDE of the inner fairing. Depending on the height of the fairing 

the top bolt location will slightly change - mark and drill for your fairing height.   

10. Double-check all work / all bolts and make any final adjustments. 

11. Reinstall airbox cover and side covers  

  

For pictures of the install go to vrodbagger.com “2013 fairing” page. Any questions feel free to ask. 

 


